
Annotated Internal Collated Commentary  2011-02 Letter 

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds, does Andrewe Bawldwyn, Bordure Herald send warm Greetings! 

Please find herein find the Annotated Internal Collated Commentary for the month of February 2011 containing 

decisions out of the decision meeting on March 26th held by Andrewe Bawldwyn, Bordure Herald. 

 

Yours in Service, 

Andrewe 

 

 2011-01-30 Letter (locked on 2011-03-14)  

This letter contains commentary from the following people: 
Gunnvor silfraharr 
Eirik Halfdanarson – Orbis Herald 
Andrewe Bawldwyn – Bordure Herald   
Tostig Logiosophia – Eclipse Herald 
Alasdair MacEogan – Sigillarius Pursuivant 
Adelaide de Beaumont 
Magnus von Lubeck 
Gawain of Miskbridge – Green Anchor Herald 
Rohese de Dinan, Red Hawk Herald 
Aritê gunê Akasa 
Vyolante Drago do Porto  
Aaron Whitewolf – Asterisk Herald 
Matthaus  
Emma de Fetherstan – Star Principal Herald 

This is the Internal Letter of Intent for February 2011 

1. Avelyn Blakenye (Seawinds, Shire of) Resubmitted Name and Device.  

Argent, three foxgloves azure slipped and leaved within a bordure vert. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 14:47:36 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/30 14:49:35 CST 

I have a comment on stylistic issues. The foxglove here is very natural, and I think a more symmetrical and stylized version, as in 

the crest of the attached arms, would be better style.  

 
Just as a note, the picture has a pair of poppy heads crossed in front of the foxglove: it's the arms of a school of pharmacy. 

1.  

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296420456.jpg
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Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/30 22:10:55 CST:  
You are probably correct that a more symmetrical version would be better. I did the consult for this one and that was 
the only Foxglove Pennsic Traceable Art had. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 22:27:45 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/31 10:55:51 CST 

I had to work to find a picture of the plant used in armory myself! I could find descriptions, but darn few 
pictures, and this was the best. 

1. 2. 3.  

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 12:41:55 CST:  
I have to ask now, Where do you get the stuff to do the computer renderings? I'm assuming they're 
vector graphics, but do you have a treasure trove, or are you excellent in making vector files? 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/31 13:44:56 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/20 16:58:33 CST 

Visio and Firefox, mostly as programs for vector and bitmap art. It helps if you remember 

what my Sable Thistle was for! You know us cranky old Laurels, we see an art and then 

say, "Well, I bet *I* could do that!" (This is the number one way we get ourselves in 

trouble!) 

Comment by Alasdair MacEogan (Sigillarius) on 2011/02/01 19:13:09 CST:  
Stylistically you are likely correct as usual :-D, but the real question boils down to is it registerable. Given the below 

emblazon to compare it to, registered to Fiametta Margharita del Sanguigno in September 2009, I would say it likely 
will be fine. 

1.  

http://heraldry.ansteorra.org/OP/op-names.php?search=Gunnvor%20silfraharr&id=2110
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296492950.png
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296492950.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296492951.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1296609188.jpg
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Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/03 11:38:51 CST:  
I think it might be nice to offer a better exemplar to the Traceable sources. Who would you contact for that? 

Comment by Alasdair MacEogan (Sigillarius) on 2011/02/03 11:56:21 CST:  
There is a contact name at http://www.aeheralds.net/Links/AE_Traceable_Art/TraceableArt.html . I 

think I would start there. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/05 12:53:53 CST:  
I sent them my redraw, if they care to use it. Thanks, no sense in not sharing when I 
already had it done up! 

Comment by Eirik Halfdanarson (Orbis Herald) on 2011/01/30 15:32:00 CST:  
[Device] No conflicts found using the Online O&A through Sept. 2010. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 18:08:18 CST:  
[Administrative] - The previous name submission returned was:  

 

Aoíbheall an Gearr. Name.  

 

Aoíbheall was documented on the LoI as a secondary header spelling in Ó Corráin & Maguire, Irish Names, s.n. Aíbell. The 

spelling Aoíbheall appears after the colon, which according to OC&M's conventions means that it is a Modern Irish form. We do 

not register Modern Irish forms of Gaelic names unless these forms are identical to their Early Modern Irish forms, and no such 

evidence was provided that this is the case here. More problematically, the entry in OC&M gives no examples of the name 

outside of legend. Precedent says:  

 

No evidence was presented and none was found that the name Ciarnait was used outside of legend. Lacking such evidence, it is 

not registerable. [...] [Ciarnait inghean Dhonngaile, 03/2003, R-An Tir]  

 

Lacking evidence that the name was used outside of legend, neither Aíbell nor Aoíbheall is registerable. Because this name does 

not have a registerable given name, we must return it.  

 

Additionally, while not a reason for return on its own, the byname is not grammatically correct. There are examples of Gearr 

'short' being used as a byname, in Mari Elspeth nic Bryan, "Index of Names in Irish Annals", but they do not take the definite 

article an. When used in a woman's name the byname needs to be lenited, e.g., Ghearr. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 17:48:19 CST:  
[Device] No vert bourdures and no arrangements of Argent, three ... under 'Flower - Multi-Floreted' in the O&A. Seems clear. 

Comment by Adelaide de Beaumont on 2011/02/03 10:21:33 CST:  
This is one of those times I seriously doubt Withycombe. If it's the Yorkshire 1379 Poll Tax (which is likely, it being one of the 

chief sources for R&W and Bardsley), all the given names are Latinized, which means this is probably a surname citation. 

Compare to R&W, s.n. Aveline, Aveling: <Henry Avelin, 1279> and <Reginald Auelyn, 1296>. Submitter should be made aware 

that <Avelyn Blakenye> is a great name for a man, but <Aveline> is the more expected spelling for a woman (Latinized 

<Avelina>).  

 

If she really digs the <y> spelling, _The Anglo-Saxon Heritage in Middle English Personal Names: East Anglia, 1100-1399_ by 

Bo Seltén, s.n. Beorhtwine has an instance of <Auelyna> dated to 1332. That's the only <y> spelling I've seen that is probably for 
a female. 

Comment by Magnus on 2011/02/05 04:18:45 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/05 14:25:27 CST 

[Name] No conflict found.  

 

It appears Withycombe is right in this case.  

 

I took a quick look at the 1379 subsidy rolls for the West Riding of Yorkshire. The names are a haphazard mix of Latin 

and English in both given names and bynames. The only way to be sure is to look at an exact transcript of the original 

document.  

 

Bardsley s.n. Aveling - Thomas Kyng et Avelyn uxor ejus, 1379: Poll Tax, West Riding of Yorkshire page 127.  
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[Thomas Kyng and Avelyn his wife]  
That should document it as a female name. 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:50:12 CST:  
Comments on this letter are the product of the NE Calontir commenting group, consisting this month of Lady Rohese de Dinan, 

Red Hawk Herald, Aritê gunê Akasa, and myself.  

[Name] No conflicts found.  

[Device] I would understand the blazon to mean three single foxglove blossoms slipped and leaved; we’d better say “foxglove 
sprigs”. No conflicts found. 

College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel. Artist’s note: Consider using a more traditional depiction of the foxglove flower.  

 

2. Avelyn Blakenye (Seawinds, Shire of) New Badge.  

Fieldless, a holly leaf azure. 

Comment by Alasdair MacEogan (Sigillarius) on 2011/01/30 16:44:34 CST:  
I am concerned about the identifiability of this charge. To me this is one of those charges that really needs some internal 
detailing. Not much, just some. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 17:02:50 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/30 17:03:00 CST 

I agree that a little detail would make this more identifiable, but if you look at the Irvine holly, it's not detailed.  

 
Pic 1 is the clan badge, pic 2 is the arms as shown on Drum Castle, and 3 is how I prefer to see holly drawn. 

1. 2. 3.  

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 22:01:43 CST:  
Does a maple leaf conflict with a holly leaf?  

 

Precedent says:  

 

Natali'a Petrova Moskvina. Device. Per chevron argent and azure, two maple leaves and a moon in its plenitude counterchanged.  

 

Conflict with the badge of Alfred of Chester for Clan Daingneacha, Per chevron argent and azure, three oak leaves 

counterchanged. There is a significant, but not a substantial, difference between oak leaves and maple leaves. Thus these are not 

clear by RfS X.2 and there is only a single CD under RfS X.4 for changing the type of primary charges. [07/05 R-Northshield]  

 

It stands to reason (yeah I know, but I haven't searched yet) that this will only be 1 CD and not X.2 different from a maple leaf, 

and therefore clear of:  

 

Canada  

 

* The following badge associated with this name was registered in December of 1994 (via Laurel):  

(Tinctureless) A maple leaf.  

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296428580.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296428569.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296428570.jpg
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By 2 CD - 1 for the Fieldless bribe, and another for type. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/01 13:04:43 CST:  
See also:  

 

[Four oak leaves in cross vs. four holly leaves conjoined in cross] We have hitherto granted a CD for type of a single 

leaf: oak leaf vs. maple leaf (Karl the Meek and Mild), or oak leaf vs. elm leaf (Siobhan O Riordain). But this is offset 

here by the identical motifs: the arrangement and conjoining in cross add to the visual similarity. [returned for visual 

conflict] (Anne Chavelle of Silver Oak, July, 1992, pg. 22)  

 

[Two maple leaves in chevron inverted, conjoined at the stems] Against the various possible conflicts cited in the 

commentary (e.g. [four holly leaves in saltire, stems to center]), in each case I count a CD for number and a CD for 

type of leaf. (Angelina Foljambe, December, 1992, pg. 6) 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 18:14:44 CST:  
[Badge] No conflicts observed. Seems 2 CD clear versus "(Fieldless) A holly leaf argent." (Andreas of Green Village, Badge, 

Mar 1994, "(Fieldless) A holly leaf per pale azure and argent."(Robert Maccuswell of Whitherne, Badge [for Robert of 

Windmaster's Hill], Jun 2004) and "(Fieldless) A holly leaf vert." (Vasilisa Myshkina, Badge, Nov 1998) with changes to at least 

half the tincture of the primary charge. Also seem X2 clear versus "Or, a seeblatt azure." (Clarissa Wykeham, Device, Jul 2000) 

as both types of leaf are period charges [per the Pic Dic 2nd ed] 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:51:17 CST:  
Agree that a bit of veining would be desirable. No conflicts found. 

Comment by Eirik Halfdanarson (Orbis Herald) on 2011/03/06 16:53:16 CST:  
No conflicts found. 

College Action: 
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel. Artist’s note: Consider adding some internal detailing to the holly leaf to aid identifiability.  

 

3. Caitilín inghean Ruaidhrí uí Cheallaigh (Stargate, Barony of) Resubmitted Name.  

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/31 11:25:30 CST:  
Documentation -  

I'm reading through these - and am not an expert on irish names, just double checking her documentation.  

Concerning "Ui" which appears to give her a complex surname.  

She lists http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/1651.txt as her documentation for this and I wonder if there 

isn't a slip up as that link documents Ruaidhrí while her link for inghean also covers ui. 

http://medievalscotland.org/scotnames/quickgaelicbynames/  

The rest of the documentation makes sense. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 18:52:32 CST:  
[Administrative] Caitilin inghean Ronan Ui Ceallaigh.  

Name and device.  

ILoI 11/09 1.  

Kingdom returned 1/10 (AG 2/10).  

 
Will drop the Return info in later tonight. A. 

Comment by Adelaide de Beaumont on 2011/02/03 10:53:36 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/03 10:57:24 CST 

She could stand to tighten up that doc; she's got a lot of stuff there she doesn't need. Why is she citing the descriptive byname 

article when she doesn't HAVE a descriptive byname? The Academy letter is just more support for Ruaidhri, but exclusively as a 

given name; no help on the genitive form.  

 

The cases and lenition of the patronymic and clan name look right to me. The only thing I would tweak, though it is by no means 
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a deal-breaker, is to capitalize the first letter in [ui/]. Consider these entries:  

 

Aine inghean Ferghail Uí Raighilligh (Annals of the Four Masters, Volume III, 1329 [M1329.7])  

Caitilín, ingen Cuind Uí Nell (Annals of Ulster, 1527 [U1527.15]) 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:52:33 CST:  
Will she need a letter of permission from Ruaidhri ua Ceallaigh, reg. 11/95 via Calontir? 

College Action: 

Name: Returned for violating Rfs.VI.3. Names Claiming Specific Relationships. The submitter will need to obtain a 
letter of permission to conflict from Ruaidhri ua Cellaigh out of Calontir.  
 

 

4. Eógan hua Béolláin (Raven’s Fort, Barony of) Resubmitted Device.  

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 17:11:39 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/31 11:51:06 CST 
I know we asked him to redraw already once, but one could wish the sun was centered in its space. 

1. 2.  

 

 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/30 22:12:27 CST:  
Take a little, give a little... The sun is miles better than the original, I'll happily live with it off-center :) 

Comment by Aaron Whitewolf (Asterisk) on 2011/02/08 12:54:05 CST:  
Submitter is working on a new redraw, but with approval might like to use your redraw. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/12 12:17:34 CST:  
Anyone may feel free to use any drawings I post in comments. And local heralds, you can contact 
me for line drawings if you need art help. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 18:26:11 CST:  
[Device] Consider the blazon "Gules, a sun in his splendor/glory and on a chief ermine a sword reversed sable." No conflicts 

observed.  

 
Hopefully calls for artists notes will suffice for the position and rays of the sun. 

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296496266.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296496249.jpg
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Comment by Aaron Whitewolf (Asterisk) on 2011/02/12 15:31:40 CST:  
Submitter's new art work. 

1. 2.  

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/15 18:03:49 CST:  
Applause on the redraw, that is so much better! 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:53:39 CST:  
The blazon was omitted: “Gules, a sun in splendor Or and on a chief ermine a sword point to sinister sable.” Big improvement 

over the previous emblazon! We think his Mark III version is about as good as it gets. 

College Action: 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.  

 

5. Marie de Giro (Bryn Gwlad, Barony of) New Name and Device.  

Giles,ermined Or, a badger rampant to sinister within a bordure engrailed Or. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 15:43:41 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/31 12:31:18 CST 

[NAME] I think there is a mistake here, 2798 has no mention of <Marie> - it's about a masculine Polish name.  

 

Academy of St. Gabriel Report 2264 says: "We also found a modern central French place name <Giroux>, in the department of 

Indre. That name was recorded in 1214 as <Giro> [5], but as with the surname, we're not sure when the modern spelling first 

appeared."  

 

[5] Dauzat, Albert & Ch. Rostaing, _Dictionnaire Etymologique des Noms de Lieux de la France_ (Paris: Librairie Larousse, 

1963), s.n. Giroux  

 

Nègre, Ernest. Toponymie Generale de la France. Vol. 2. Geneva: Librairie Droz S.A., 1991 p. 843. 

(http://books.google.com/books?id=jbpVLN1tRNoC&pg=PA843)  

 

"14724. <Giroux>, Indre; <Giro>, 1214 (DR), <Girout> XIIIe s. (PB 143); = NP germ. <Giroldus> (NPAG, I, 100b)."  

 

If I am reading Nègre correctly, the name of the town also appears as <Girout> in the 13th c., but no help later than that.  

 

I only found one more source, which I don't think helps...  

 

Étienne Lorédan Larchey. Dictionnaire des Noms. Paris: Published by the author. 1880. 

(http://www.archive.org/details/dictionnairedes00larcgoog) p. 194  

 

"<Girou>, <Girouard>, <Giroud>, <Giroult>, <Giroux>. Le dernier est une forme gasconne du nom de saint Geronce, en latin 

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1297546299.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1297546300.jpg
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<Geruntius> (du grec <gerontos>: viellard); mais c'est une exception. <Giroud>, <Giroult> et <Girout> sont des formes de 

Girold et Girolt (< ol> vaut <ou>). Quant à <Girou> et <Giroux>, ils dérivent de <Gire> ou du nom germ, <Girulf> (loup-dispos, 

selon Förstemann) Xe siècle."  

 

[<Girou>, <Girouard>, <Giroud>, <Giroult>, <Giroux>. The last is a Gascon form of the name of Saint Geronce, Latin 

<Geruntius> (from Greek <gerontos>: "an old man"); but it is an exception. <Giroud>, <Giroult> et <Girout> are forms of 

<Girold> and <Girolt> (< ol> is <ou>). As for <Girou> and <Giroux>, they derive from <Gire> or from the Germanic name 

<Girulf> (wolf-spear, according to Förstemann) 10th century.]  

 

 

Next, checking:  

 

Lord Colm Dubh, "An Index to the Given Names in the 1292 Census of Paris" 

(http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/paris.html#M) I find a <Marie la noire>.  

 

Academy of St. Gabriel Report #1293 (http://www.s-gabriel.org/1293) says: "<Marie> is an excellent choice for your entire 

period. It was common in France throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance [5]."  

 

[5] Dauzat, Albert, _Dictionnaire Etymologique des Noms de Famille et Prenoms de France_ (Paris: Libraire Larousse, 1987).  

 

Looks like <Marie de Giro> is a fine 13th century French name. The evidence given does not support the surname as a 16th 

century French name, however. St. Gabriel was unable to determine what the spelling for the locale would be at the later date.  

 

[ARMS] I would tend to draw the bordure a bit wider, and use fewer, larger ermine spots. 

1. 2.  

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/31 11:33:26 CST:  
[Name] I agree, documentation does not directly support the name submitted. I'm glad you were able to find more 

documentation for it in an earlier time. How is this normally handled? Do we keep the name the submitter submitted 

(allowing only minor changes) or do we return because it if we find that it wouldnt have been used in the 16th century?  

 

[Arms] I don't believe it requires a redraw, the spots are distinctly ermine, the border is also distinctly engrailed. Would 

be nice to see them drawn larger and wider respectfully, but they are still distinct to my eyes. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 12:31:47 CST:  
[Name] So long as we are not materially changing the name, then the time period is not really of utmost 

concern. Where the time periods usually come into play, is when the submitter allows all changes, and is 

requesting authenticity.  

 

My copy of Dauzat, Albert. Dictionnaire Etymologique des Noms de Famille et des Prenoms de France. sn 

<Giroux> - Does not give <Giro> as a variant of that name, nor in <Geroul> which is a variant. It just 

indicates that the name indicates a person of Germanic Origin. Does someone have Morlet's Noms de Famille 

that can look in there?  

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296498677.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296498678.jpg
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[Device] - I agree an artists note here ought to be sufficient. 

Comment by Alasdair MacEogan (Sigillarius) on 2011/02/01 19:24:06 CST:  
Try http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/2789  

 

In one study of names from early 15th century Paris, <Marie> is the 3rd most popular name. [1] In Brittany, we find it 

in 1480, as well as numerous examples from the 16th century. [2]  

 

. . .  

 

--  

References:  

 

[1] Friedemann, Sara L. (aka Aryanhwy merch Catmael), "French Names  

from Paris, 1421, 1423 & 1438" (WWW: privately published, 2002).  

http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/paris1423.html  

 

[2] Jones, Heather Rose (aka Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn),  

"Given Names from Brittany, 1384-1600" (WWW: Academy of Saint Gabriel,  

2001).  

http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/tangwystyl/latebreton/ 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 18:54:01 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/02 06:28:15 CST 

[Device] Master Giles moved out of Ansteorra almost 25 years ago. When was a tincture after him?  

 

Consider identifiability of the strewn charges. When enlarged I can identify them as ermine spots. Otherwise I was seeing 

alternately people robed and arms outstetched, Latin crusilly, and ermine. After four attempts I came up with the same number 

twice - 29 strewn charges. I thought there was a precedent stating a maximum number of strewn charges but can't find it. (Does 

6-20 with 10-12 being common sound familiar to anyone?)  

 

No conflicts observed versus "Gules ermined, a badger rampant contourny and a bordure engrailed Or." 

Comment by Adelaide de Beaumont on 2011/02/03 11:18:38 CST:  
That's a pretty old letter. We have more late-period French sources now. There is a cool one at www.cm69.com ; it is the record 

of marriages in Lyon for the 16th and 17th centuries. Though we suspect the given names are normalized, the surnames do not 

appear to be. Searching on [Girou-] returns a number of variants, but Giroud and Giraud are the most common forms. I also find 

De Giroud and De Giraud. Surnames are all caps, so no help on whether the D should be a capital or not, though by the 16th 

century, her surname would be inherited and De Giroud (or Degiroud) is much more likely. To correct this for 16th century 

France, I would make it Marie De Giroud, though Marie Giroud would be much more likely. That is quite a sound change, 
though, so the submitter might want to know her options. 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:54:39 CST:  
[Name] Looks OK now that the typo for the given name reference has been clarified.  

[Device] Agree that there should be fewer, larger ermine spots. Whoever has to paint/applique/embroider this will thank you for 
it. 

College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel. Artist’s note: Consider drawing the ermine spots slightly larger and fewer, to aid identifiability.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/2789
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6. Matthäus Christianus von Wachsenburg (Glaslyn, Canton of) New Name and Device.  

Lozengy Or and sable, on a fess argent three crosses bottony gules. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 16:49:34 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/30 17:06:08 CST 

[ARMS] Or, sable, argent, gules, lozengy, fess, crosses = 7. I'd personally put the fess a little lower... I can see they centered it on 

the midline hashmark on the form, so it's probably okay.  

 

[NAME] <Matthäus> is shown at http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/germmasc.html#plauen14 as indicated as dating from 

1301-1350, Names from 14th Century Plauen.  

 

I don't think that claiming <Christianus> is the Latin spelling for "Christian" is sufficient in documenting it as a name. My 

Google-fu located 18th c. and later examples of <Christianus> as a name. I would be unsurprised to find it earlier, but the 

documentation here doesn't support it. And, of course, no evidence is given for the use of [given name] [given name] [locative], 

or [given name] [byname] [locative]. Would such a construction be plausible for 14th century Germany?  

 

None of the webpages listed supports the name <von Wachsenburg> as a 14th century name.  

 

Thüringer Burgen und Schlösser | Veste Wachsenburg  

WWW: Komm nach Thüringen.de Alle Rechte vorbehalten. 2007-2010.  

http://komm-nach-thueringen.de/de/cms/front_content.php?idcat=8&idart=113  

 

This article says that <Veste Waschenburg>, often referred to simply as <Waschenburg>, is in Thuringia. It was built on 

<Wassenberg>, OHG for "steep mountain", possibly as early as 930. The first documentary evidence is from 1140, when a knight 

named <Adelher von Wassenburg> is mentioned.  

 
I expect that <von Wassenburg> is a much more likely medieval spelling. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/01/30 21:41:36 CST:  
[Name] The Blaeu Atlas http://www.library.ucla.edu/yrl/reference/maps/blaeu/thvringia.jpg also has the spelling 

<Wassenburg> in the graphic (red underlining added) below. The submitted spelling <Wachsenburg> seems post grey-
area as well. 

1.  

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 22:25:59 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/30 22:46:24 CST 

Just to add clarity, the map image is 1645 or after: "This Latin edition of Willem Janszoon and Joan Blaeu's 

Theatrum orbis terrarum, sive, Atlas novus was published in 4 volumes beginning in 1645. The first edition 

of this atlas was published in 1635 as a two volume set in German, Dutch, Latin, and French. By 1662 the 

atlas had grown to 11 or 12 volumes depending on the edition and the inclusion of a sea-atlas. At this point in 

time the atlas became known as the Atlas maior. This work is considered the Blaeus' crowning achievement 
in the field of cartography." http://www.library.ucla.edu/yrl/reference/maps/blaeu/index.htm#description 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 12:33:34 CST:  
We routinely use Blaeu's atlas to provide Gray area spellings. It's not perfect, no, but we allow the 
spellings in the atlas, on a benefit of the doubt basis. 

http://www.library.ucla.edu/yrl/reference/maps/blaeu/thvringia.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296445296.jpg
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Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 06:33:02 CST:  
[Name] Thanks to Gunnvr for summarizing the pertinant publication information for the Blaeu 

Atlas. http://www.library.ucla.edu/yrl/reference/maps/blaeu/ Although we may be familiar with it, 

others looking at the open commentary may not. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/01 13:06:36 CST:  
Exactly. I was clueless about it, so I went and looked and thought I'd share for others in 
my clueless condition. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/02 20:30:11 CST:  
[Name] The only Society registration for the name element <Christianus> is Leonidas Flavius Christianus (Sep 1994 

[Middle]). Registered without comment. I could not locate the documentation used. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/30 22:15:49 CST:  
[Administrative] <begin soapbox> Take note! Genealogical indexes and sites such as the ones linked as documentation here are 
NOT sufficient for our purposes! <end soapbox> 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 19:01:38 CST:  
[Device] With a single charge on the field this is RfS X.4j(ii) simple, so a change to type only of tertiary is a CD. No conflicts 
observed. 

Comment by Adelaide de Beaumont on 2011/02/03 11:55:24 CST:  
It's lovely, but suddenly I'm humming "Maryland, My Maryland."  

 

I would only expect Christianus in a Latin document, and that blows his desired spelling of Mattha:us. Talan does have a single 

instance of Cristanus (no h, no i) dated to 1383 in Medieval German Given Names from Silesia http://www.s-

gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowMasc.html  

though the "K" forms like Kristanus seems much more popular. Submitter allows NO changes, so I don't think we can save this 
one. Unmarked patronymics are unremarkable in German, so Mattha:us Cristanus von Wassenberg works. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/03 17:59:44 CST:  
It really is reminiscent of the arms of Baron Baltimore! Quarterly: 1 & 4, paly of six or and sable, a bend 
counterchanged; 2 & 3, quarterly argent and gules a cross bottony counterchanged. No conflict but definite similarity. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/08 20:38:46 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/11 08:02:10 CST 

[Name] If I'm interpreting the following Precedents correctly, then (1) a double given German byname is not a SFPP 

sometimes after the 14th Century and (2) combining a German and a Latin Given may be a SFPP rather than NPS. 

With <Matthäus> and <Cristanus> both documented in the 14th C, might Matthäus Christianus von Wassenberg be 

registerable as a 15th-16th C German name with a SFPP? Authenticity was not requested.  

 

Rosalinda Gertrude Kesselheim. Name and device. Per fess vert and gules, a peacock in its pride, a bordure Or.  

"Submitted as Rosalinda Francisca Gertrude Kesselheim, the submitter justified the name as a mixture of Spanish and 

German. In neither language are three given names justified, therefore we dropped the first middle name. This name 

still has a "weirdness", as Rosalinda has fallen out of use in Germany by the time double given names were in use...." 

(LoAR Dec 1999)  

 

Adelheid Silberschmidt. Name and device. Azure semy of butterflies argent.  

"Submitted as Adelheid Silberschmidt vom Schwartzwald, the submitter requested authenticity for 14th C German 

language/culture. Double bynames are unattested in German naming practices until the 15th C. Therefore, we have 

registered this name as Adelheid Silverschmidt to fulfill her request for authenticity...." (LoAR Apr 2004)  

 

Anne Lynke. Name change from holding name Erich of Tirnewydd.  

"Submitted as Anno Lynke, the submitter requested authenticity for German language/culture and accepted minor 

changes. As submitted, this name combines the Old High German Anno with the Middle High German Lynke; this is 

one step from period practice. As Fause Losenge explains, the name found as Anno in Old High German would be 

found as Anne in Middle High German due a weakening of the final -o in such names:  

"'As OHG developed into MHG, the final <-o> of n-declension masculine nouns weakened to <-e>, <hano>, for 

instance, becoming <hane>; this change was nearly universal by the 11th century. [Richard von Kienle, Historische 

Laut- und Formenlehre des Deutschen (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1969), §64] Masculine names in <-o> like 

http://www.library.ucla.edu/yrl/reference/maps/blaeu/
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<Otto> and <Hesso> were treated as nouns of the n-declension and followed the same historical course, so that OHG 

<Otto> became MHG <Otte>, <Hesso> became MHG <Hesse>, and so on.' [Socin, p. 48].  

"We have changed the name to Anne Lynke, a fully Middle High German form, in order to fulfill the submitter's request 

for authenticity. We note that Anno Lynke is a reasonable Latin form of this name, but it is not consistent with a request 

for an authentic German name." (LoAR MAr 2006)  

 

(EDIT 2/11) Recent OSCAR Commentary points out Academy of S. Gabriel Report #2373 http://www.s-

gabriel.org/2373 attesting double given German names in the 13th Century:  

".... Middle names (or double given names) were essentially unknown in England until after our period [4]. They 

appeared in Germany somewhat earlier: By the end of your period, they probably weren't unfamiliar; but they were still 

uncommon and tended to combine common names. However, most people still had only one given name [5]....  

"[5] Socin, chapter IV. He cites an early example of a feminine compound given name, <Claragnes von Keppenbach>, 
probably 13th century." 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/03 18:38:31 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/03 18:53:09 CST 

I figured my submission would encounter problems. Which is why I included four pages of written research.  

 

I will address the issues brought up which were all covered in said research.  

 

Numero UNO: "I don't think that claiming <Christianus> is the Latin spelling for "Christian" is sufficient in documenting it as a 

name. "  

 

Why? the use of Christian as a byname stretches back further than my time period in many different languages.  

 

2: "And, of course, no evidence is given for the use of [given name] [given name] [locative], or [given name] [byname] 

[locative]. Would such a construction be plausible for 14th century Germany? "  

 

I refer you to the Codex Manesse: (covered in said research)  

 

355r: Süßkind, der Jude von Trimberg  

228r: Herr Heinrich Hetzbold von Weißensee  

226v: Kristan von Luppin, eine Thüring  

205r: Herr Konrad, der Schenk von Landeck  

192v: Albrecht Marschall von Rapperswil  

 

http://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/cpg848  

 

3: "None of the webpages listed supports the name <von Wachsenburg> as a 14th century name. "  

 

Günther XIV Graf von Schwarzburg married Adelheid von Hohenlohe-Uffenheim-Entsee, daughter of Ludwig von Hohenlohe-

Uffenheim-Entsee and Elisabeth von Nassau, before 25 July 1357.1 He died in 1362 at Ende.1  

Günther XIV Graf von Schwarzburg gained the title of Herr von Wachsenburg.1  

 

From: http://www.thepeerage.com/p8730.htm  

 

4: "This article says that <Veste Waschenburg>, often referred to simply as <Waschenburg>, is in Thuringia. It was built on 

<Wassenberg>, OHG for "steep mountain", possibly as early as 930. The first documentary evidence is from 1140, when a knight 

named <Adelher von Wassenburg> is mentioned. "  

 

Also in my research included with my submission.  

 

5:I expect that <von Wassenburg> is a much more likely medieval spelling.  

 

Wassenburg is considered Old High German. (also in research)The term Old High German (OHG, German: Althochdeutsch, 

German abbr. Ahd.) refers to the earliest stage of the German language and it conventionally covers the period from around 500 

to 1050.  

 

6:"I would only expect Christianus in a Latin document, and that blows his desired spelling of Mattha:us. Talan does have a 

single instance of Cristanus (no h, no i) dated to 1383 in Medieval German Given Names from Silesia http://www.s-

gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowMasc.html  

though the "K" forms like Kristanus seems much more popular. Submitter allows NO changes, so I don't think we can save this 

http://www.s-gabriel.org/2373
http://www.s-gabriel.org/2373
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one. Unmarked patronymics are unremarkable in German, so Mattha:us Cristanus von Wassenberg works."  

 

Really? Matthaus is latin. or Germanized latin. Not to mention that the effigy of Heyno Juvenis (1327) confirms the use of pure 

latin in German names at the time and in the region desired.  

 

http://effigiesandbrasses.com/monuments/heyno_juvenis/  

 

http://www.archives.nd.edu/cgi-bin/lookit.pl?latin=juvenis  

 

 

Maybe there is some other "Problem" with my name, or so I suspect.  

 

I find it kind of laughable that my submission has already met with so much scrutiny right out of the gate considering the names 

I've seen that look like they could come out of a bad fantasy novel not to mention where we are geographically. But it makes me 

think, maybe this process should apply to armour and clothing as well. That would be welcomed.  

 

I think my submission is more than historical enough for the S.C.A. And though I'm clearly not in violation of the "overly 

religious" rule, I wonder if I'm in violation of some unwritten "too christian" rule. Yes I know that ya'll pass stuff with crosses on 

it, but I'm not adding a dragon to my shield.  

 

 

So I don't know if this means that its gonna be returned to me or what. If anyone out there can overlook my less than nice 

responce to commentary of my submissions and provide assistance to help me get a name that in no way can suffer the scrutiny 

of the S.C.A. college of heralds no matter how generic please contact me. I just want a device and I need a name for that. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/02/03 20:05:05 CST:  
Replying to Matthäus:  

 

"Really? Matthaus is latin. or Germanized latin. Not to mention that the effigy of Heyno Juvenis (1327) confirms the 

use of pure latin in German names at the time and in the region desired.  

 

http://effigiesandbrasses.com/monuments/heyno_juvenis/  

 

http://www.archives.nd.edu/cgi-bin/lookit.pl?latin=juvenis "  

 

What you have here is the start of a POSSIBLE pattern. If you can show a pattern (typically at least 3 examples) of 

Latin Adjectives in German Naming practices, then you may be able to argue the plausibility of <Christianus> as a 

name element. 1 example is not really enough to argue this at this point, but if you can dig up a couple more examples, 

It certainly becomes arguable. I expect others can expound further on this point. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/03 20:33:33 CST:  
Well Stone is good enough for me. Medieval people were just like us. There were bound to be oddballs like 
the people in hollywood who name theirs kids things like Apple... 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/03 20:37:12 CST:  
[Name] Confirmation that <Heyno> is a variation of <Heinrich> in "Medieval German Given Names from Silesia  

Men's Names" http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowMasc.html with dated instances of 1348 and 1351. 

Talan's source was Bahlow, a no-photocopy source. A graphic of the effigy referenced by the submitter is below. 

http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowMasc.html
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1.  

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/03 20:43:00 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/03 20:43:28 CST 
umm... Juvenis was the name we've been concentrating on. Epic Fail... 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/03 20:49:40 CST:  
[Name] To Matthäus: The comment was posted to support the unusbstantiated assertion that 

<Heyno> was German. It could have been Latin. We have to document everything from "period 
sources". Bahlow's work does that. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/03 21:02:31 CST:  
oh, well thanks. that helps my case of German and Latin mixed. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/03 21:14:36 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/03 21:39:20 CST 

[Name] To Matthäus: The central problem is not a religious one. Europe in the Middle Ages was overwhelmingly 

Christian. That's one of the aspects that defines it.  

 

The problem is a recurring one -- No Major/Minor Changes Allowed. What is typed on the Submission Form is the 

only thing that can be considered. If everything does not meet the criteria set forth in the Rules for Submission 

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/rfs.html then it must be returned for further work. When the No Minor Changes Allowed 

Box is checked an umlaut can not be dropped. Capitalization and typos can not be corrected. Many submitters don't 

understand what the Minor and Major changes really mean -- a perpetual problem of education on our part as heralds.  

 

Commentary around your name submission is centering around  

RfS II.1:  

 

PART II - COMPATIBLE NAME CONTENT  
 

"Every word in a Society name must be compatible with period naming practices, as is required by General Principle 

1a of these rules. This section defines the categories of words that the College of Arms has generally found to be 

compatible.  

 

1. Documented Names. - "Documented names, including given names, bynames, place names, and valid variants and 

diminutives formed in a period manner, may be used in the same manner in which they were used in period sources.  

 

"The name Bucephalus, although it is documented as the name of Alexander the Great's horse, should not be used as a 

name for a human. Pronunciation and spelling variants are linguistically valid if formed according to the rules for such 

variants in the language of the documented name. For example, the alternation of C and K at the beginning of names is 

a well-documented feature of Welsh. Therefore, both Cadogan and Kadogan would be permitted, even if only one of 

these forms had been found in period sources. Qadogan would not be permitted in a Welsh name, since Q does not 

alternate with C and K in Welsh."  

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/rfs.html
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1296787032.jpg
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Your given name, Matthäus, is well documented. It has a dated reference in that spelling from "period sources". Fits 

RfS II.1 like a glove.  

 

The locative, von Wachsenburg, is so far problematic. We can verify the location, but not the exact spelling from 

"period sources". It may exist, but none of us has found it so far. The only major source not brought up in commentary 

is Edda Gentry's translation of Hans Bahlow's Dictionary of German Names (Madison, Wisconsin: University of 

Wisconsin-Madison, 1993). Bordure has put out a call for anyone who has it.  

 

IMO the middle name element, Christianus, is the most problematic. It's a verfiable period Latin word, but seems 

unlikely as a descriptive byname in Germany. Descriptive bynames called attention to something unique to distinguish 

people with the same given name. Every Matthäus in Medieval Germany was likely Christian, so that descriptive 

byname wouldn't help distinguish one from the other.  

 

If what you really want most is the gorgeous armory, please consider allowing Minor changes. IMO Adelaide's 

suggestion of forwarding it as <Matthäus Cristanus von Wassenberg> is a good one, but it can't be done without your 

consent. If you do, the original request of <Matthäus Christianus von Wachsenburg> will be prominantly noted for 

Heralds at the final level of Commentary to work towards. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/03 21:37:08 CST:  
When crafting my name I considered the two Christian names problem but most of the names I found with 

Christian in what ever form often had another christian names. It seems weird to say something Brownie the 

Brown Bear to me but Chocolate the Brown Bear doesn't. Though the opposite may be true of someone else. 

That is mostly, like you stated, a matter of opinion. Under that line of thought there can't be anyone in history 

with the first name Matthew, Luke, John, etc... with christian following behind. Though we all know there 
have been. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/03 22:14:39 CST:  
[Name] To Matthäus: I agree with you that many period naming practices seem weird. The 

medieval and modern minds do not frequently see the world in the same way. (In armory, modern 

people want to use several charges to describe one thing - themselves. Medieval people used one 

charge to describe several aspects of themselves.) In your armory you did a good job of emulating 

the medieval mind.  

 

I don't, however, know of anyone in history who lived in an overwhelmingly Christian culture who 

had the name pattern <Given Name> <the Christian>. <Given Name> <the Gentile> in an 

overwhelmingly Christian culture? Yes - Gentiles would be the exception to the cultural norm. 

<Given Name> <the cleric>? Yes - it's is an occupatinal byname. <Given Name> <the Irishman> 

to someone living in Ireland? No. <Given Name> <the Irishman> to someone living in England? 

Yes.  

 

We're an educatinal organization. I'd be happy to be proved wrong and learn somethng else new. 
What specific, dated examples from period sources were you refering to? 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 13:29:16 CST:  
I would like to thank you for the compliments on my armoury. It was a conscience effort 

to make it look medieval. In my first design I used per saltire. It was the intent from early 

in the process to document my heradry even though that isn't a requirement.  

 

I only found one example (well two kinda) of per saltire. in the Zurich roll. I latter found 

one in the Manesse Codex, they where exactly the same however. Both were the arms of 

Wart, Per saltire argent and azure.  

 

Then when I looked through the S.C.A. armoury database and realized the surplus of Per 

saltire devices I suddenly took it as my duty to come up with something more medieval.  

 

I looked at the zurich roll until my eyes bleed (not really) and the lozengy designs kept 

popping out at me. They just described medieval Germany to many. Loud! Almost 

gaudy, yet still beautiful.  

 

And yes every aspect of the design has a meaning. Even the lozengy and the colours.  
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If you could see my documentation I documented everything. From the square instead of 

diamond shaped lozengy, to the width of the fess, the use of charges on an ordinary, even 

the crosses bottony.(which were harder than you may think to find in German heraldry 

even though it was such a popular cross throughout Europe.)  

 

As you can tell I care quite a bit about this and thats why I'm so involved. I don't have 

any real kids so right now these submissions are my kids and I intend on being involved 
in theirs lives. lol 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 13:42:15 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/04 19:35:46 CST 

Also, I've given somemore examples of christianus below and will lok for more specific 

examples for what you are asking for. I know Christian in various forms has been a 

surname for some time.  

 

Not in the middle ages but here is an example from the 19th century while I look more....  

 

Jørgen Matthias Christian Schiødte  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%B8rgen_Matthias_Christian_Schi%C3%B8dte 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/04 18:19:22 CST:  
Matthäus, you are missing the point. A 19th century example does not in any 

way support the name as a MEDIEVAL name in your period, nor does it 

support the mixture of Latin and German spellings. A Czech name does not 

support a German name.  

 

Before you go off on what the College of Heralds "should" or "should not" do, 

you need to carefully read the Rules for Submissions 

(http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/rfs.html). Additional info on how the process 

operates is in the Administrative Handbook 

(http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/admin.html). These documents describe the way 

the process IS RIGHT NOW. People are not making up stuff to annoy you, this 

is just the way it works, and we all have to work within the framework of those 

two documents.  

 

Let me try explaining what kind of documentation you need, and why we look 

at the books we do.  

 

Good documentation will give you several things:  

(1) A date for the name  

(2) Specific period spellings for the name  

(3) Information on where exactly the name was used  

(4) Information on how exactly the name was used  

 

Let me try to explain what is wrong with the documentation you provided.  

 

Wikipedia doesn't count, because it is not authoritative. We can use it as a 

guide to suggest things to look up in actual scholarly works on names, but any 

yahoo can go to Wikipedia and type in any old folderol.  

 

http://www.veste-wachsenburg.de/  

* not a source for history but rather the modern operation of the site  

* no dated medieval spellings of the name  

 

http://www.heraldica.org/topics/royalty/HGSchwarzburg.htm  

* This information is supposedly cited from a scholarly source, but we can't 

evaluate that. As far as we know, some yahoo made it all up. We might do 

better by trying to find the actual books this site references.  

* The spellings are all normalized modern versions. These are not medieval 

spellings.  
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http://www.thepeerage.com/p8730.htm  

* This is a genealogy website. People who may or may not be working from 

solid, scholarly sources type this stuff in.  

* The spellings are all normalized modern versions. These are not medieval 

spellings.  

 

http://www.roadstoruins.com/wachsenburg.html  

* Modern spellings, no citation of sources.  

 

http://fabpedigree.com/s000/f650781.htm  

* This is a genealogy website. People who my or may not be working from 

solid, scholarly sources type this stuff in.  

* The spellings are all normalized modern versions. These are not medieval 

spellings.  

 

Heralds in the have a pretty standard set of reference books that are known to 

be, generally, good sources for names. These are the ones we tend to go to first. 

The ones we've been looking at thus far include:  

 

Bahlow, Hans, _Deutsches Namenlexikon: Familien- und Vornamen nach 

Ursprung und Sinn erklaert_ (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Taschenbuch 

Verlag, 1985, 1990).  

 

Brechenmacher, Josef Karlmann, _Etymologisches Woerterbuch der deutschen 

Familiennamen_ (Limburg a. d. Lahn, C. A. Starke-Verlag, 1957-1960).  

 

Socin, Adolf, _Mittelhochdeutsches Namenbuch. Nach oberrheinischen 

Quellen des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts_ (Basel: Helbing & Lichtenhahn, 1903; 

Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1966).  

 

We have a month in which a lot of folks will dig through their best sources and 

we may come up with much more substantive information. A lot of us are 

working SOLELY from what was posted as documentation on this page, and 

we don't have your written arguments in full, so take that into account.  

 

::GUNNVOR:: 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 19:34:20 CST:  
Really? I was unaware that the 19th century wasn't in the middle 

ages. But seriously though, That was just meant to show what I had 

found in terms of Matthew Christian. I stated that I would look more.  

 

Wikipedia doesn't count! I clearly understand why that is but you 

sound like the sore loser kid when you say it that way.  

 

Its not like I've never looked at "Good" "authoritative" books before. 

Many history authors, especially those who write on the middle ages, 

have many disagreements. Too many too make them the end all be 

all. But I give the wikipedia links because its what I have to work 

with. I don't have an expansive library and the library and book stores 

around are useless for things about the middle ages.  

 

But I get it just fine. I'm not the only peron to enter an 18th or 19th 

century example. It was just that. an example. But I entered many in 

the middle ages as well.  

 

And the Czech Republic was part of the realm in which I lived. It was 
called the Holy Roman Empire. A Union of German Kingdoms. 
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Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/05 

09:47:31 CST:  
Matthäus quoth: "Really? I was unaware that the 19th 

century wasn't in the middle ages. But seriously though..."  

 

I have to address this. Matt, your attitude here sucks. You 

are rubbing me the wrong way, and I'm sure others as well.  

 

In all your comments here, you are really being excessively 

rude and combative, and to a lot of people who are working 

very hard to try and get your name as close as we can to 

what you want.  

 

The SCA is about honor and chivalry. Simple politeness 

goes a huge long way. We can disagree passionately 

without being rude or snide or hateful.  

 

In my opinion, since you don't understand the process and 

don't seem to want to understand the process, you should 

consider just not looking at this while discussion goes on. 

At the end, your name either will or will not pass kingdom, 

and if does not you will get a good explanation of why not 

and what we recommend you do instead that can help it 

pass. In the meantime, you are investing way too much 

emotion into the process.  

 
Take deep breaths. Close your eyes. Chill, dude. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/05 23:00:48 CST:  
"The SCA is about honor and chivalry. Simple politeness goes a huge 

long way. We can disagree passionately without being rude or snide 

or hateful. "  

 

To some people maybe. The charter claims its an educational 

orginazation. Anyways, in my personal experience the S.C.A. itn't 

much different than the real world. There are a few good people here 

and there but mostly everyone is faking it to advance their position.  

 

But thats quite period of medieval chivalry. It was a means to an end 

and it still is. I prefer the knights code which is selfless but says 

nothing about being polite.  

 

"your attitude here sucks" Yeah, I guess you are right. I just feel that 

if this is the s.c.a.'s way of "making" people be medieval they should 

scrap it for something elde. Something like outlawing like outlawing 

pirate boots and requiring people to wear turn shoes.  

 

Don't worry I'm probably going to have bordure check the changes 

box no matter what I find. Even if I find 15 period examples for 

every pattern in my name.  

 

I still find it funny that people have a problem with more than a given 

and surname when I gave 5 examples from the MANESSE 

CODEX!!!!  

 

Wachsenberg I can understand because I new the old high German 

for it a long time ago.  

 

Christianus I'm still having a hard time with after the example of 

heyno Juvenis and other things. But whatever.  

 

I'm going to quite down and try to come up with a better case for my 
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name submission. Though I may just let ya'll pass it as whatever and 

change itto something different latter. idk.  

 

I'm really relatively chill though. My language may be rather coarse, 

but if you were talking to me you would notice that my tone is not. 
Sorry if I'm coming off otherwise. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 19:48:44 CST:  
"Matthäus, you are missing the point. A 19th century example does not in any 

way support the name as a MEDIEVAL name in your period, nor does it 

support the mixture of Latin and German spellings"  

 
Nor was it intended to. but the effigy I provided does. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/05 08:22:06 CST:  
[Name] Yes, there are several examples of <Christian> as both a Given Name and a Surname in a 

variety of spellings given time and place. Your submission, however, was for <the Christian> -- a 

Descriptive Byname.  

Documented names needed to support that use would not be of the form "Hans Christian 
Anderson" but "Hans the Christian Anderson". 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/04 10:25:44 CST:  
[Name] The Home Page for http://www.thepeerage.com/p8730.htm has the following disclaimer "PLEASE do not treat 

the information in this genealogy as authoritative.  

"Just use it for hints, and research using some of the more reputable genealogical websites which I consulted." 

http://fabpedigree.com/  

 

It seems to be derived from the work at 

http://fmg.ac/Projects/MedLands/THURINGIAN%20NOBILITY.htm#_ftnref379 The site quotes several primary 

sources. Unfortunately, the spelling for "Graf von Schwarzburg-Wachsenburg" and "Herr zu Wachsenburg" is not 

amongst them. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/04 12:16:12 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/04 12:17:45 CST 

Matthäus, you are missing several points here. Genealogy sites such as the ones you listed are not reliable sources of 

information. That's because they don't cite their sources, they are very often flatly wrong, and the very often use 

nonstandard or modernized spellings.  

 

We are looking to see what the actual spellings were in period at the time, not the modernized spellings, which often 

bear surprisingly little resemblance to the actual spellings found in period records. The evidence we have been able to 

find this far shows that from well before your period to well after your period, the name of that place was written as 

<Wassenburg>. The more modern spelling does not represent the way it was written in the medieval period. We all 

agree it's the same place.  

 

Next, you normally don't get names that mix a German name and a Latinized one. It's either ALL in German, or ALL in 

Latin. The problem has nothing to do with the "Christian" designator, but with the language disparity. We expect the 

ENTIRE name to be German, or the ENTIRE name to be Latinized, with no middle ground. There may be exceptions, 

but we have to work to find three examples to establish a pattern proving that.  

 

Similarly, while modern people have first, middle, and last names, that's not a common construction for a medieval 

name, where you are much more likely to find a given name and some kind of surname.  

 

So please, get the huge chip off your shoulder. We're doing our jobs here in trying to figure out what the most period 

form would be, and how we can help you get a documented name passed that is as close to what you want as possible. 

This is not an adversarial relationship. Lighten the frack up, and instead of seeing us as evil demons who want to 

deprive you of your name, try to understand what we are saying and why.  

 

::GUNNVOR::  

 
Old crankly b*tch of a Laurel who is not afraid to say things smack. 

http://www.thepeerage.com/p8730.htm
http://fabpedigree.com/
http://fmg.ac/Projects/MedLands/THURINGIAN%20NOBILITY.htm#_ftnref379
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Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 12:55:47 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/04 13:49:58 CST 

Well its good to hear some spirit. However I have shown 5 historical instances of more than two names in my 

period and culture from the Manesse Codex.  

 

I've also just posted a number of examples of Christianus. And I've just sent an e-mail to the Veste 

Wachsenburg to ask if their curator knows the earliest documented spelling of Wachsenburg.  

 

I've also found an example of German and Latin mixed in the effigy of Heyno Juvenis.  

 

I don't just want to pass it for the sake of passing it. I do want it to be historically accurate. But with all do 

respect I don't think everyone was doing their job. Quote " I don't think we can save this one."  

 

If I didn't feel that every aspect of my name was totally plausible for my time and period I wouldn't have 

submitted it.  

 

The only huge error I think I've made, which all of you have rightly pointed out to me is my use of 

genealogical websites. The names and titles provided on them may be accurate, I don't know. But hopefully 

I'll know soon.  

 

In my opinion the College of Heralds seems way two formulaic in their proceedings. Its like if ya'll can't find 

it in the hand full of authors you trust it never happened or exsisted.  

 

And whats with the pattern thing? Needing to have 3 examples in my opinion really limits what one can do 

with a period of history that there is so little documentation on compared to other periods. If a submitter a one 
really good solid in stone example that should be good enough. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/02/03 20:15:35 CST:  
Brechenmacher sn <Wachsenberg> pg 726 "< ON <Wasenberg> (Els.). 1480 + Andr. W., Parochus zu Orschweier (Gebweiler) 

ZfGO. XLVI, 122. " Dunno if this is enough to support <Wachsenburg> as a name, as I'm not sure if the date 1480 refers to 

<Wasenburg> or <Wachsenburg>.  

 

Brechenmacher sn <Christian(i)> pg 115 "< dem TN. 1326 Nikol. Cristiani in Weiler bei Wroms: BHU. IUII, 3, u.v.a"  

 

I came up with no hits out of Socin. Can anyone look in Bahlow? 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/03 20:45:47 CST:  
[Name] To Bordure: It looks to me like the dated spelling is <Wasenberg> and is listed under the modern spelling of 
<Wachsenberg>. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/02/03 21:51:06 CST:  
I should have a copy of Bahlow to place in the Bordure Library by next week. I'll take a look then, unless someone 
beats me to it. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 09:45:10 CST:  
My google-fu is strong. 2 mins... Christianus Cilicius Cimber. pseudonymen of  

Heinrich RantzauHeinrich Rantzau or Ranzow (Ranzovius) (11 March 1526 – 31 December 1598)  

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christianus_Cilicius_Cimber 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 09:53:04 CST:  
Enter the Droogle! Leo de Benedicto Christiano, or just Benedictus Christianus, was a Jew of Trastevere in the late eleventh 

century.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_de_Benedicto_Christiano  

 

I'd also like to point out the two christians names. well, a catholic and christian name anyways, which were one in the same in 
most of medieval europe. 
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Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 10:09:07 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/04 13:52:56 CST 

1405 Christianus de Prachaticz (Křišťan z Prachatic)  

 

1412–1413 Christianus de Prachaticz (Křišťan z Prachatic)  

Křišťan z Prachatic (1360, Prachatice – 1439) was a Medieval Czech Hussite astronomer, mathematician, and priest. He is the 

author of several books about medicine and herbs, and had contributed to the field of astronomy with many papers and data 

recordings.  

 

1434 Christianus de Prachaticz (Křištan z Prachatic)  

 

From the List of Charles University rectors. All seem to translate to Christian of Prachatice. Which is in the Czech Republic, also 

part of the Holy Roman Empire during the middle ages.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Charles_University_rectors  

 
Seems as if they used the latin versions of their names while at the University, where they were almost certainly speaking... latin. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 10:15:28 CST:  
Now this was just cool.  

 

List of Danish sail battleships  

 

Christianus V 86 guns  

Christiania 54 guns  

Christianus IV 50-64 (c. 1672) - Scuttled as part of Provesteen battery, 1719  

Christianus VI 90 (c. 1733) - Discarded 1769?  

Prinds Christian 76 guns  

Markgrevinde Sophia Christina 60 (c. 1732) - Discarded 1753?/56?  

Christian VII 80 (c. 1803) - Captured by Britain 1807  

Prinds Christian Frederik 74 (c. 1804) - Discarded 1808?  

Christian VII 84 (c. 1840) - Captured by Schleswig-Holstein 1849  

 

some right on the edge of period.  

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Danish_sail_battleships 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 10:36:32 CST:  
In his Liber de viris inlustribus, written twelve years later, in 392, Jerome mentions Philip in his chapter on Origen.  

 

Quantae autem gloriae fuerit, hinc apparet, quod Firmilianus, Caesareae episcopus, cum omni Cappadocia eum invitavit, et diu 

tenuit, et postea sub occasione sanctorum locorum Palaestinam veniens, diu Caesareae in sanctis Scripturis ab eo eruditus est. Sed 

et illud, quod ad Mammeam, matrem Alexandri imperatoris, religiosam feminam, rogatus venit Antiochiam, et summo honore 

habitus est: quodque ad Philippum imperatorem, qui primus de regibus Romanis Christianus fuit, et ad matrem ejus litteras fecit, 

quae usque hodie exstant.  

 

How great the glory of Origen was, appears from the fact that Firmilianus, bishop of Cæsarea, with all the Cappadocian bishops, 

sought a visit from him, and entertained him for a long while. Sometime afterwards, going to Palestine to visit the holy places, he 

came to Cæsarea and was instructed at length by Origen in the Holy Scriptures. It appears also from the fact that he went to 

Antioch, on the request of Mammaea, mother of the Emperor Alexander, and a woman religiously disposed, and was there held 

in great honour, and sent letters to the Emperor Philip, who was the first among the Roman rulers, to become a Christian, and to 

his mother, letters which are still extant.  

 

Jerome, Liber de viris inlustribus 54, tr. E. C. Richardson  

 
just an earlier example of them spelling Christianus. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 10:40:55 CST:  
The Veste Wachsenburg is a hotel, restaurant, and museum. I'm going to see if I can get in contact with them, their curator or 

whoever deals with the historical side of their business to see if I can find out when the spelling changed and what the earliest 
known date of the current spelling is. 
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Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/04 10:49:39 CST:  
To who ever called me yesterday feel free to try again. I didn't have service due to the weather and my phone didn't record your 
number. I got the message but the first bit was fuzzy and didn't catch the name. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/07 17:47:29 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/07 18:25:45 CST 

I'm going to just allow changes. Small and large. Just drop christianus if you can't pass it. Infact I think it will be easier on 

everyone including myself if christianus is dropped.  

 

I woud't be opposed to its german equivalent I guess but its probably better just to drop it all together.  

Heyno Juvenis is the only german and latin mixed name I've found and I have a feeling its going to be quite hard to find another 

one.  

 

As far as the U's to V's thing this is what I know:  

 

-Gunther is spelled Gvnther in the Mannesse Codex.  

-Matthäus is spelled MATHEVS in a latinized engraving I found, but that might only be because its in all capitals.  

-Some German Bibles I've found use a more latinesque Matthes and some use Matthäus.  

-The spelling in the Gutenberg Bible is Mathaeus. Matthaeus in the Latin Vulgate.  

 

Anyways, I prefer for it to stay Matthäus unless it would be proper to spell it Matthävs. I Don't like it spelled Matthaeus or any 

other latin spelling. I want it to look German.  

 

Still Uncertain about Wachsenberg.  

 

One last effort to save Christianus:  

 

Justus Jonas (5 June 1493 – 9 October 1555) Justus is a Latin name. It is common to see I's in latin replaced with J's in Germanic 

langueges and this seems to be the case.  

 

Latin: iustus : just, right, equitable, fair, lawful, proper  

 

In the Latin Vulgate iustitia is the word used for righteousness.  

 

This is also an example of two biblically inspired names.  

 

Matthäus Aurogallus (1490 – November 10, 1543),  

 

I'm not certain if Aurogallus is latin but it looks like it could be. I thought someone might know.  

 

In the end I'm happy with Matthäus von Wachsenburg or Matthäus von Wassenburg. I think Wachsenburg sounds better but I can 

live with Wassenburg or change it latter. I just want my device to get through as fast as possible and that means I need a name.  

 

I just assume drop Christianus. And Just strike that thing I wrote about U's to V's. I want it to look as German as Possible.  

 

Sorry for being such an A#$ about it before but I was really attached to the way it sounded and I didn't know I need more than 

one example for German+Latin names. 

1. 2. 3.  

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1297122493.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1297122928.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1297122494.jpg
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Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/02/07 21:17:06 CST:  
I believe, and this is a belief and not necessarily fact... that the issue here is not necessarily a latin/german mix (though 

that may be it's own issue, I am not certain), but rather the use of a latin adjective as a name element. Some languages 

use adjectives freely as name elements, others don't. It seems like that hasn't been established as a German naming 

practice.  

 

Allowing changes is not necessarily a bad thing here... For starters it's important to note that when your name is sent 

on, even if a change is made in Kingdom, the original form is noted. There are commenters with much more resource at 

the College of Arms level, and sometimes they are able to restore the submission to the originally submitted form. As 

well, in Kingdom, we won't make changes just because we have permission to. They would only be made in the event 
that they're necessary for the registerability of the submission. 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/08 11:27:26 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/08 11:28:54 CST 

Brechenmacher has some pertinent info related to "Christianus", but my German is no longer good enough to translate it:  

"Krist, Christa, Christan <TN> Christian. 1366 Heniz Cristan..." I did determine that "TN" stands for "baptismal name".  

"Christma, Krisch=, ser beliebt gewesene volksmaessige Umformung des seit dem 12. Jh. um sich greifenden TN Christianus. 

1514 Cunz Cristman..."  

"Christus" war vor dem Auftreten von Christianus stellenweise, bes. nordwestd. (niedefraenkisch), TN. Als FN kommt er nur in 

wenigen Faellen vor. 1410-73 Petrus Christus, niederl. Mahler." "FN" stands for "family name".  

Perhaps someone more fluent in German can determine whether this supports the submission or not. BTW, there are several other 

related entries, including "Kristeller, =staller", "Christian(i)", "Cristiner, Cristeiner, Kristanler", "Christle(in), Christel", and 
"Christman, Krisch=". 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/09 13:04:37 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/09 13:05:18 CST 

Here's my best try at it, and I completely defer to someone more fluent:  

 

Krist, Christa, Christan <baptismal name> "Christian". 1366 Heniz Cristan...  

 

Christma, Krisch=, and similar formations have been gaining in popularity since the 12th Century with the spread of 

the baptismal name Christianus. 1514 Cunz Cristman ...  

 

"Christus" predates occurrence of Christianus in placenames, esp. in Northwest German (Low Franconian), TN. As a 
footnote, it occurs only in a few cases. 1410-73 Petrus Christus Dutch. Mahler. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/14 19:29:06 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/14 19:32:10 CST 

The S.C.A. heraldry site lists these spelling for late period German.  

 

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/germmasc.html  

 

1401-1450  

Christian  

Christoph  

 

Here are some I know are latin.  

 

1401-1450  

Hieronymus  

Markus  

 

1501-1550  

Ambrosius (a Latin adjective (divine, immortal)  

Quirinus  

 

1551-1600  

Julius  

Justus (adjective) Spelled Iustus in latin but pronounced the same in both languages. sounds like Youse-tus...  

 

Justus/Iustus seems like it was a fairly common name throut Medieval Europe from the 1st century on. I'm not sure about the 
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spelling. Maybe the use of an I instead of a J is merely a modern acedemic thing but I have seen it spelled with I and J in very old 

latin bibles so I don't know...  

 

There were others but these are the ones I know are the same spelling in latin except Justus/Iustus  

 

Don't know if any of this helps. Just thought I'd make a stronger case for latin names in medieval/renaissance Germany. Couldn't 

hurt.  

 

But I thought of some possibilities if Christianus can't be passed.  

 

Matthäus Christoph von Wachsenburg/Wassenburg  

Matthäus Christian von Wachsenburg  

Matthäus Justus von Wachsenburg  

 

Any thoughts?  

 
You can just drop the middle name if its too hard to pass one I guess. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/14 20:59:05 CST:  
[Name] The additional attestations cited by the submitter are from the same source as the attestation for <Matthäus> -- 

Volkmar Hellfritzsch, Vogtländische Personennamen (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1969). Talan lists all of them in the 

"names of Christian or Latin origin" sections with a note that "Hellfritzsch sorted names according to their first 

recorded occurance in his region, and then divided the data into 50-year blocks..." followed by variations of the note "... 

Most of these names ... remained in use through the end of our period...". Talan also notes that the names were attested 

to "the area around Plauen (in what was East Germany, at its common border with Czechoslovakia and the former West 

Germany)." Plauen looks to be ca 100 miles SE of Erfurt -- the region of the submitted locative.  

 

With the attestations of double given German names with locative in the 13th C cited elsewhere (i.e. <Claragnes von 

Keppenbach> from http://www.s-gabriel.org/2373), Matthäus Christian von Wassenberg seems registerable as an 

authentic 15th C German Name if Matthäus Christianus von Wassenberg is considered NPS (Non Period Style) rather 

than a Step From period Practice but registerable. 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/14 22:16:37 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/14 22:18:55 CST 

I'm really wanting to just drop christianus all together. I mean I gave examples from the manesse codex with 

more than two names, I had the one German/Latin example. I've shown historical figures with Christian 

names ending with Christian and I'm willing to allow changes to the spelling of Christianus to any period 

german form be it Kristan, Christan, Christian. I don't want it to sound 15th century either so I guess i 

shouldn't have suggested things like Christoph.  

 

I think Matthäus von Wassenburg will be fine. If Christianus can be dropped.  

 

I would say change Christianus to Justus but I only know of it occuring as early as the 16th century in 

Germany. Though it is recordable throughout Europe from the 1st century onwards. Not to mention I don't 

even know if thats allowed. I was originally going to submit it as Matthäus Justus von Wachsenburg. I wish I 
had. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/15 22:06:16 CST:  
[Name] It may not help, but there's a Polish attestment for <Just (Justus)> under "Other Roman or 

Greek Names" in 'Polish Given Names in Nazwiska Polaków' by Walraven van Nijmegen (Brian R. 

Speer) and Arval Benicoeur (Josh Mittleman) http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/walraven/polish/. 

The citation is undated, but hopefully someone better versed in Polish onomastics can help.  

 

[To Matthäus] You said "...it is recordable throughout Europe from the 1st century onwards." This 

is painting with to broad a brush. The statment implies there are attested instances in every century, 

including the Dark Ages, and in every culture of Europe. If true, there should be attested intstances 

in several centuries prior to the 16th within the Holy Roman Empire.  

You also also said "...I gave examples from the manesse codex with more than two names..." The 

14th C Manesse Codex citations you gave support only the following:  

<German Given> <German Surname> <German Locative> (192v: Albrecht Marschall von 

Rapperswil and 228r: Herr Heinrich Hetzbold von Weißensee), <German Given> <Geman 

http://www.s-gabriel.org/2373
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/walraven/polish/
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Surname> with a 3rd person <German Occupational> reference (226v: Kristan von Luppin, eine 

Thüring), and <Geman Given> with a 3rd person <German Byname> <German Locative> 

reference (355r: Süßkind, der Jude von Trimberg and 205r: Herr Konrad, der Schenk von 

Landeck>. None of the patterns supported the naming pattern <German Given> <German (or 
Latin) Given> <German Locative> you requested. Do you see the distinction? 

Comment by Matthaus on 2011/02/16 20:28:10 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/16 20:29:52 CST 

Why can't Christianus be a surname? But my real questions are:  

 

Can Christianus just be dropped?  

 

Or can Christianus be replaced with Justus?  

 

 

I don't think its as common as I made it sound but the name searching I did gave me 

results from Italy, England, and Germany in a number of centuries. I was hoping 

someone knew more about the name. particularly in the 14th century. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/03/10 07:52:55 CST:  
I can answer 1 question: Christianus can just be dropped from the submission if 
that is your wish. 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:55:58 CST:  
[Device] No conflicts found. Very attractive! 

College Action: 

Name: Forwarded to Laurel as <Matthäus von Wassenburg> with consent from the submitter for the changes. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.  

 

7. Mongo Checheg (Steppes, Barony of) New Name for Alternate Persona.  

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 12:38:36 CST:  
[Name] Reviewed the documentation here, this follows the given name and epithet pattern, as noted in this sentence:  

 

"Period names of the n+n pattern are combined of two elements, both of which can stand on their own. The exception to this are 

names of this pattern that consist of a given name and and epithet. Examples of these are Al Altan (crimson gold), Qori Buqa 

(twenty bulls), and Mongke Temur (eternal iron)."  

 

<Mongke Temur> fits the closest and most similar in construction to <Mongo Checheg>. 

Comment by Emma de Fetherstan (Star) on 2011/02/03 17:16:06 CST:  
Note for Bordure: This should be listed under Vyolante Drago do Porto as the primary name, with Mongo Checkeg as the 
submitted item (name for alternate persona). 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 14:57:17 CST:  
No conflicts found. 

College Action: 
Alternate Name: Forwarded to Laurel. 
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8. Vyolante Drago do Porto (Steppes, Barony of) New Badge.  

Fieldless, a violet purpure 

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/30 18:42:42 CST:  
This is Two Badges.  

Fieldless, a violet (the purple one) is for Vyolante.  

Fieldless, a violet argent (the White one) is for Mongo.  

Thanks!  
Vyolante 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 19:24:21 CST:  
If this is supposed to be violet, the scan may need to be checked. It shows as blue for me. 

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/30 22:33:58 CST:  
So on the purple, it was purple when I sent it. I did do it in sharpie marker (yeah, i know, its what i had right 

then when i felt like coloring) so it might be reading weird on the scanner used when compared to crayola.  

I can redo the color if needed. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 12:39:29 CST:  
You still have to specify a tincture even it's proper. In this case you have  

 

(Fieldless) A violet argent.  

(Fieldless) A violet purpure (or proper). 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/30 22:18:26 CST:  
[Badges] - This is a five petaled flower... It stands to reason (read: this will need a precedent dive) that this may conflict with 

other five petaled flowers out there (read: Roses / Cinquefoils) -- If that's the case, There may be some definite conflicts. Will try 
to check this tomorrow, for both tinctures. 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/01/30 22:52:16 CST:  
Would marking the center of the petals with the typical violet darker detail help? 

1.  

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/30 23:09:31 CST:  
Heres one piece of precedence.  

FLOWER -- Misc  

 

 

[A pansy vs. an ivy blossom] Comparing the emblazons showed no visible difference in the shapes of the two flowers 

[thus there is not a CD for type]. (Catherine Elizabeth Anne Somerton, August, 1992, pg. 32)  

 

 

[A pansy vs. a rose] I cannot grant another CD for type of flower in this case. It's true that flowers of genus Viola have 

three large petals and two small ones; but in the case of the pansy, the size change is very hard to see. The petals' shape 

is the same for pansies as heraldic roses. Pansies don't seem to have been used as charges in period, so I must fall back 

on visual difference; and I must rule that pansies and roses are too close to yield a CD.  

 

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201101/1296449535.jpg
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The same arguments bring this clear of [a sunflower] and [a rue flower]. (Catherine Elizabeth Anne Somerton, August, 

1992, pg. 32)  

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/precedents/bruce/F.html#flower-fleurdelys  

The Tenure of Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme  

 

Covering the period June 1992 through October 1993  

Compiled by Kathryn Van Stone  

 

 

Reading this says to me in plain terms "Pansy's aren't as obvious a violet and therefor conflict with the rose" Which in 

term I believe should mean that a Violet does not conflict with a rose.  

 
I'm going down the page of precedents post on the sca heraldry site, I'll post more if I find them. 

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/30 23:12:43 CST:  
The Orle Precedent.  

 

Wreath of violets in orle, blazoned as an orle of violets] "This was returned before in part because the orle of 

flowers was too similar to the restricted wreath of roses. This issue has not been addressed in the 

resubmission, and so this must be returned once again for this reason. It was suggested that if the submitter 

would clearly separate the individual flowers in orle, that this would probably remove the problem." (LoAR 

9/90 p.13).  

The 1st Tenure of Da'ud Ibn Auda  

 

Covering the period June 1990 to June 1991  

 

Compiled by Mistress Zenobia Naphtali  
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/precedents/daud/daud1f.html#FLOWERS 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 09:08:35 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/01/31 09:11:20 CST 

I see your precedents, and raise you another:  

 

Yolande of Isenfir. Device. Argent, on a pile throughout between two violets purpure slipped and leaved vert 

a pegasus segreant argent.  

 

This does not conflict with Gabriella Maddelena Pisano, Argent, on a pile purpure between two common blue 

irises slipped and leaved proper, a houndstooth burnisher argent. There is one CD for the difference in type of 

flower: the violet is effectively a cinquefoil affronty and an iris has a distinctly different shape (more lily-like, 

and seen in profile). Gabriella's irises are azure rather than purpure, giving a second CD for the change in 

tincture. There is a third CD for changing the type of tertiary charge under RfS X.4.j.ii, since the armory is 

simple for purposes of that rule. [10/02 A-Atlantia] (Cinquefoils and roses conflict)  

 

Then there's this piece of ancient history:  

 

Isabeau de Bordeaux. Device. Argent, a cross quarter-pierced between five roses azure.  

 

Conflict with Ayesha de Warwick ("Argent, a cross quarter-pierced between five blue violets slipped and 

leaved proper."). [05/87 R-East]  

 

More recently (I link this one because they do not directly address violets and roses counting for difference, 

in this case they're talking about the stemwork alone which leads me to believe that we're still not counting 

difference between the two plants).  

 

Regina O'Duncan. Device. Argent masoned sable, a violet purpure slipped and leaved vert seeded Or within a 

bordure purpure.  

 

Please advise the submitter to draw the bordure and the masoning wider.  

 

The submitted device is clear of the device for Kalea of House Lavender Rose, reblazoned elsewhere on this 

letter as Ermine, a serpent coiled sable sustaining by its slip a rose purpure barbed seeded and slipped vert. 
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There is a CD for changes to the field and another for removing the snake. Some people believed that there 

should be a CD for the orientation of the roses as the slip of Regina's rose is bendwise and that of Kalea's is 

bendwise sinister. However, while we might blazon the orientation of slipping and leaving, the latter is 

usually not worth difference at all (even in its addition or deletion, let alone its orientation). If a slip is so big 

that its orientation counts, then it's more properly blazoned a slip flowered, not a flower slipped. [05/08 A-An 

Tir]  

 

Another way to find out whether the SCA holds a particular item in conflict (not always but helpful!) is to 

look at the categories in the O and A - In this case, Flower-Violet tells you to see Flower - Rose.  

 

Browsing the Rose, Argent, 1 gives:  

 

# York, House of  

 

* The following badge associated with this name was registered in December of 1994 (via Laurel):  

(Fieldless) A rose argent.  

Important non-SCA badge  

 

Rose, Azure, 1:  

# Alys of the Midnight Rose  

 

* Either the name or the following device associated it (or both) were registered in January of 1974:  

Or, a rose slipped and leaved azure.  

 

You get 1 CD here for changes to the field, and none for the slipping and leaving (typically)  

 

Who is really going to be your best bet with these badges is Magnus or Tostig. They've got far more 

experience with botanical heraldry than I. So please don't read into what I've dug up as Gospel. In fact, if 

anything, between the two precedent dives that were done, right now we don't have a precedent that is 
conclusive one way or another that says Roses and Violets do not get clear difference. 

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/31 11:39:11 CST:  
The following badge associated with this name was registered in December of 1994 (via Laurel):  

(Fieldless) A rose argent.  

Important non-SCA badge  

 

One Cd for field, even though they are both fieldless because its a badge right?  

 

Rose, Azure, 1:  

# Alys of the Midnight Rose  

 

* Either the name or the following device associated it (or both) were registered in January of 1974:  

Or, a rose slipped and leaved azure.  

 
One cd for fieldless, one cd for tincture change of the charge for both badges. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 12:19:05 CST:  
Ahh yes - This is my bad. I believe you mean the violet to be Purpure - It shows up on 

my monitor in an dark Azure shade, which caused me to look at Azure... I didn't see any 

conflicts in Rose, 1, Purpure... 

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/01/31 12:38:55 CST:  
I believe a violet proper to be purpure. I can't remember if I found that 

someplace or assumed, so I could be wrong - either way I do want the colored 

violet to be purpure and the uncolored to be argent.  

:D 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/01/31 20:02:20 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/01 19:04:46 CST 

[Badge 8a] Sorry, but it looks like "(Fieldless) A violet argent." conflicts with the House of York Badge cited 

by Bordure "(Fieldless) A rose argent."  
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Regina O'Duncan. Device. Argent masoned sable, a violet purpure slipped and leaved vert seeded Or within 

a bordure purpure.  

"...  

"The submitted device is clear of the device for Kalea of House Lavender Rose, reblazoned elsewhere on this 

letter as Ermine, a serpent coiled sable sustaining by its slip a rose purpure barbed seeded and slipped vert. 

There is a CD for changes to the field and another for removing the snake. Some people believed that there 

should be a CD for the orientation of the roses as the slip of Regina's rose is bendwise and that of Kalea's is 

bendwise sinister. However, while we might blazon the orientation of slipping and leaving, the latter is 

usually not worth difference at all (even in its addition or deletion, let alone its orientation). If a slip is so big 

that its orientation counts, then it's more properly blazoned a slip flowered, not a flower slipped." (LoAR 

May 2008)  

 
If there was a debate about a CD for orientation, then there wasn't a debate about a CD for type 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/01/31 22:08:09 CST:  
So you interpret that precedent as leaning more in favor of being a CD between violets and roses? I 

think that, despite much google-fu there is still no clear cut answer.  

 

Note: "CD for the orientation of the ROSES as the slip of REGINA'S ROSE is bendwise and that 

of Kaleas'..." (Emphasis mine) -- Only Kalea's armory has Roses in it. Regina's was submitted with 

Violets. Could be errata, or they're considering everything to be roses...  

 
More ambiguity. Love it. 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 06:40:08 CST:  
To Bordure: No, I believe the May 2008 precedent on the orientation of slips assumes 
there is no significant difference between a violet and a rose. 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/02/01 07:27:57 CST:  
To Eclipse: Ah so we're in agreement then. 

Comment by Magnus on 2011/02/04 22:16:16 CST:  
Yes, and the far more experience with botanical heraldry has been uniformly unpleasant. 

Comment by Emma de Fetherstan (Star) on 2011/02/03 17:25:34 CST:  
Here's a more recent precedent regarding roses and violets:  

 

"Per chevron argent and purpure, three roses counterchanged.  

This device is clear of the device of Gabriella d'Astias, Per chevron argent and purpure, three violets slipped and leaved 

proper and an escallop argent. There is a CD for the change from four charges to three charges. There is another CD for 

the change of type of the charge in base, as it is considered half the group. [Eadwyn æt Hlydanforda, A-Lochac, March 

2010]"  

 

Note that there is _no_ CD mentioned for roses vs violets, implying that indeed the two do not get a CD from each 
other (nor 'purpure' vs 'proper' violets). 

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/01 19:14:37 CST:  
[Badge 8b] Consider "(Fieldless) A violet purpure." versus "(Fieldless) A heartsease proper. [Viola tricolor]" (Elspeth of 

Harilow, Badge, Apr 1985).  

 

Both heartsease and violet are listed under roses in the O&A (The possible conflict is filed under Flower - Rose-Purpure). I 

suspect that neither one is a period charge, which means a CD could come from visual comparison. I have no idea what a 
'heartease' looks like or how it was emblazoned. Bordure, can you get a hold of the graphic? 

Comment by Gunnvor silfraharr on 2011/02/01 22:24:24 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/01 22:24:47 CST 

Heartsease or Wild Pansy (Viola tricolor) is abundant throughout Britain.  

 

"The flowers (1/4 to 1 1/4 inch across) vary a great deal in colour and size, but are either purple, yellow or white, and 
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most commonly there is a combination of all these colours in each blossom. The upper petals are generally most showy 

in colour and purple in tint, while the lowest and broadest petal is usually a more or less deep tint of yellow. The base 

of the lowest petal is elongated into a spur, as in the Violet." (http://books.google.com/books?id=tLWve-

VvBLoC&pg=PA386) 

1. 2. 3.  

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/02 18:34:28 CST:  
[Badge 8b] To Gunnvor: Thanks for the graphic and verbal description of a Heartsease. A CD for shape 

seems unlikely given that the article specifically notes the similarity. However, with Elspeth's flower 

blazoned as "proper", there might be a chance that the Badge has enough Or and argent to get a CD for 

change to half of tincture. Either way it will be a call for Laurel.  

 
To Vyolante: Care to consider "per pale argent and purpure" and "per pale purpure and argent"? 

Comment by Vyolante Drago do Porto on 2011/02/02 18:46:51 CST:  
Last edited on 2011/02/02 19:37:19 CST 

That, or Roundels in alternate colors oooorrrrr  

What would it be if I were to place an ansteorran star in the center of the flower?  

 

 

I would prefer a feildless badge. :) 

Comment by Andrewe Bawldwyn (Bordure) on 2011/02/02 19:56:02 CST:  
Attached the badge depicting the Violet Tricolor...  

 
Those markers sure do hold their color... :) 

1.  

Comment by Tostig Logiosophia (Eclipse) on 2011/02/02 20:04:56 CST:  
[Badge 8b] Given the graphic for Elspeth's Badge it looks a possible CD for tincture is out. 

Comment by Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) on 2011/02/18 15:01:48 CST:  
With respect to the purpure one, we also see a problem with Alyanora of Vinca, reg. 2/75 via the West: “Argent, a periwinkle 

[Vinca minor] proper.”. 

 

http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1296620663.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1296620687.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1296620664.jpg
http://ace.heraldry.ansteorra.org/uploads/201102/1296698162.jpg
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College Action: 
Badge: Returned for conflict with "(Fieldless) A heartsease proper. [Viola tricolor]" (Elspeth of Harilow, Badge, Apr 1985). 
There is 1 CD for fieldlessness, but no CD for a violet versus a heartsease.  

 

 

 

 

9. Vyolante Drago do Porto (Steppes, Barony of) New Badge.  

Fieldless, a violet argent. 

 

Bordure Note: See above submission for commentary, there was a mistake in the ILOI generation which resulted 

in Vyolante’s two badges being combined into 1 submission.  

College Action: 
Badge: Returned for conflict with “(Fieldless) A rose argent.” Important non-SCA badge reserved to the House of York. There 
is 1 CD for fieldlessness, no CD for a rose versus a violet.  

 

 


